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ABSTRACT
With substantial public concerns on potential cancer risks and
health hazards caused by the accumulated radiation exposure
in medical imaging, reducing radiation dose in X-ray based
medical imaging such as Computed Tomography Perfusion
(CTP) has raised significant research interests. In this pa-
per, we embrace the deep Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) based approaches and introduce Smoothed Dense-
Convolution Neural Network (SDCNet) to recover high-dose
quality CTP images from low-dose ones. SDCNet is com-
posed of sub-network blocks cascaded by skip-connections to
infer the noise (differentials) from paired low/high-dose CT
scans. SDCNet can effectively remove the noise in real low-
dose CT scans and enhance the quality of medical images.
We evaluate the proposed architecture on thousands of CT
perfusion frames for both reconstructed image denoising and
perfusion map quantification including cerebral blood flow
(CBF) and cerebral blood volume (CBV). SDCNet achieves
high performance in both visual and quantitative results with
promising computational efficiency, comparing favorably
with state-of-the-art approaches. The code is available at
https://github.com/cswin/RC-Nets.
Index Terms— Image Denoising, CT Perfusion, Radia-
tion Dose Reduction, Smoothed Dense Convolution, CNN
1. INTRODUCTION
Computed tomography perfusion (CTP) is one of the most
widely adopted imaging modalities for cerebrovascular dis-
ease diagnosis. However, CTP requires continuous scanning
of a focused brain region to evaluate blood supplies, leading
to growing concerns about the radiation damage to healthy
cells, tissues, and organs [10]. Reducing the radiation expo-
sure in CTP remains a critical and ongoing research direction.
Low-dose protocols have been developed and employed
for reliable and low-risk CTP scanning. Decreasing the tube
current is found to be the most effective approach to decrease
the radiation exposure directly associated with CT imaging.
However, it inevitably introduces significant image noise and
artifacts due to the photon starvation artifacts [8]. Plenty of
image denoising methods have been widely investigated to
maintain the image quality and accuracy, ranging from spatial
filtering techniques [4, 1] and iterative reconstruction meth-
ods [2] to deep convolutional neural network (CNN) based
approaches, such as RED-Net [7] and DnCNN [12]. Particu-
larly, CNN-based strategy has achieved better overall perfor-
mance than the traditional methods.
In this work, we aim to study an effective, self-learning
and scalable medical image denoising framework for reduc-
ing the radiation exposure in the imaging of cerebrovascular
diseases. We investigate the effectiveness of the various struc-
tures of CNNs to overcome the noise challenge potentially
existing in CTP images. More specifically, we find that larger
kernel size (>= 7) and larger number (>= 128) of chan-
nels (output of feature maps) enable CNNs to learn prominent
pixel-distribution features, which can promote the inference
of noise-free images precisely. However, adopting larger ker-
nel sizes also indicates larger border padding sizes (>= 3)
that result in hazy boundaries. This is because when a convo-
lution window comes across the image boundary with large
padding sizes, it yields blurred boundary due to the extrapo-
lation based on incomplete information in the output. In addi-
tion, larger kernels and larger number of channels give rise to
expensive computational costs; and, more importantly, large
kernels lead to limited generalization ability, which is due to
over-attention to large regions in pixel-distributions and over-
looks the pixel representations extracted from relatively small
reception fields.
From this new perspective, we propose a novel cascaded
scalable architecture, called Smoothed Dense-Convolution
Neural Network (SDCNet), which is composed of sub-
network blocks (Fig.1-top) cascaded by skip-connections.
SDCNet is able to learn inference from the noise (differen-
tials) between paired low/high-dose CT scan images in order
to recover high-dose quality CTP images from the low-dose
ones. SDCNet embedded with SDC blocks (Fig. 1-top) can
effectively remove the noise in real low-dose CT scan and en-
hance the quality of medical images under controllable con-
volution computational cost without the hazy border artifact.
We evaluate SDCNet on thousands of CTP frames for both
reconstructed image denoising and perfusion map quantifica-
tion, including cerebral blood flow (CBF) and cerebral blood
volume (CBV) maps. SDCNet has higher generalization abil-
ity and obtains outstanding performance in both visual and
quantitative results with promising computational efficiency,
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comparing favorably with state-of-the-art approaches.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Dataset and Pre-Processing
Our experiment was performed on real CT images scanned on
human brains1, and low/high-dose paired data of 26 aneurys-
mal subarachnoid hemorrhage (aSAH) patients were col-
lected. The primary parameters of the data acquisition were
as follows: 80 kVp/160 mAs for high-dose scans, 80 kVp/20
mAs and 80 kVp/8 mAs for two different levels of low-dose
scans. There are 27 frames for each slice and 16 slices in total
for each patient in both low- and high-dose scans. Data pre-
possessing is described as below for deep CNN computation.
To improve the robustness of the trained models for low-
dose denoising, we preprocess the high / low dose frames
before feeding them into the SDCNet. First, we remove
non-brain regions from the whole-brain CT scans. Sec-
ond, following the deep CNN-based image denoising models
DnCNN [12], we crop brain regions into 180 × 180 blocks.
Last, we sample patches of size 40 × 40 from the 180 × 180
blocks by a sliding window with a stride of 11, following the
practice in DnCNN as well. Eventually we randomly select
505,000 low/high-dose paired CT scan patches for model
training.
2.2. SDCNets Structure
We build SDCNet by stacking multiple modularized sub-
network blocks as shown in Fig. 1-top. In this work, the
structure of each sub-network block is designed with a hier-
archical compound style, which starts with 256 1 × 1 con-
volutional layer followed by 128 7 × 7 convolutional layers.
The network then separates into two branches. One branch
starts with 128 1 × 1 convolutional layers followed by 128
3 × 3 convolutional layers. The other branch connects di-
rectly to the end of the block. The entire SDCNet starts with
a transition layer composed of convolution and ReLU layers,
followed by several sub-network blocks. For every block, the
output of the two branches are element-wisely added to the
output from the preceding block or a transition layer. This
element-wise addition is primarily for reducing the number
of output feature maps. We call this sub-network block as
Smoothed Dense-Convolution (SDC) Block, where dense
indicates the large quantity of convolutional computations
from large kernels and large channel numbers (aka number of
output feature maps) in each block, and smoothed indicates
the combination of large and small kernels.
In our previous work [5], we empirically demonstrate that
dense convolutions via incorporating large kernel size (>=
7 × 7) (the area of convolution) with large channel number
1Collaborate with Weil Cornell Medical College with patients’ consent
and IRB, HIPPA approvals
(>= 128) can effectively remove Gaussian noise from natural
images. In this work, we focus on designing a more efficient
dense-convolution network to address the realistic low-dose
noise blending Gaussian and multiplicative noise in medical
images, while tackling the hazy borders and the weak gener-
alization issues. The effective reduction of the complex real-
istic low-dose noise relies on both dense convolutions and the
depth of the networks (non-linear stacking layers).
Specifically, given the limited paired of low/high-dose
training data in practice, we adopt dense convolutions via
large kernel sizes and large channel numbers to extract the
most prominent features. This dense convolution network
architecture aims to find the effective weights to infer the
noise-free CT scans from the low-dose ones. On the other
hand, to reduce the expensive computational cost of dense
convolutions and ensure sufficient network depth for nonlin-
ear inference, we build SDCNet with four dense-convolution
blocks (Fig. 1-bottom), where a 1 × 1 convolutional layer
connecting adjacent blocks and a 3 × 3 convolutional layer
cascading 7 × 7 convolutional layers in each SDC block
help to reduce the computational complexity, as shown in
Fig. 1-bottom.
The sizes of the convolutional kernels in each layer are
chosen based on the specific purpose of each layer. In the pro-
posed SDC block (Fig. 1), the 1×1 convolutional layer is pri-
marily for reducing the computation complexity. As we find
that large convolution kernels lead to more boundary padding
and result in hazy borders, we use 3 × 3 convolution kernels
to extract the details around image borders and alleviated the
impact of hazy boundary caused by large kernels.
We also guarantee that dense-convolutional feature maps
generated by large (7 × 7) convolution kernels are the back-
bone of the SDCNet. To this end, we adopt two strategies.
First, the 3 × 3 convolutional layers always follow the 7 × 7
convolutional layers to guarantee that images are convolved
with the large kernels first. Second, each densely convolu-
tional layer will directly pass its output feature maps to the
end of the block through a skip connection. This refined
design using a combination of large and small convolu-
tional kernels ensures the 3 × 3 convolutional layer only
addresses the hazy boundary issue without impacting the
dense-convolutional feature maps for effective denoising.
Detailed layer information (from input to output) of the
proposed SDCNet is listed below:
(a) Initial Layer: In this first layer, 128 convolution kernels
of size 7 × 7 is followed by the leaky rectified nonlin-
earity unit (ReLU) [6] for activation.
(b) Smoothed Dense-Conv Block 1, 2: Each block contains
4 Conv-ReLU components, which has the following pa-
rameters for the convolutional layers: a 256 1× 1 con-
volution layers, followed by a 128 7 × 7, a 128 1 × 1,
and a 128 3× 3 convolutional layers (Fig. 1-top).
(c) Transition Layer (Conv-ReLU): This is also a Conv-
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Fig. 1. Top: A 4-layer smoothed dense-convolution (SDC) block with a massive of convolution computations (128x7x7) comprises two 1x1
convolution components for computation reduction and one 3x3 convolution module for alleviate the hazy border effect in the output images
caused by employing large (7x7) convolution kernels . The number of dark-green blocks indicates the quantity of kernels in the current
convolutional layers, and the size of dark-green blocks represents the area of convolution kernels and the density of convolution. The color
arrows represent the quantity of feature-map outputs. Bottom: A deep SDCNet consisted of four SCN blocks. The layer between two adjacent
blocks is referred to as transition layers and they change feature-map sizes via reducing convolution kernel number.
ReLU component primarily for computational cost re-
duction via a smaller number of output feature maps
(channel number), with 64 7× 7 convolutional layer.
(d) Smoothed Dense-Conv Block 3, 4: Fewer channels are
used compared to the Smoothed Dense-Conv Block 1
and 2, with a 128 1 × 1 convolutional layer, followed
by a 64 7× 7, a 64 1× 1, and a 64 3× 3 convolutional
layer (Fig. 1-top).
(e) End Layer: This end layer is used for compressing all
features from the preceding blocks to one feature map
as the final output with 1 3× 3 convolutional layer fol-
lowed by ReLU.
The structural difference between DnCNN [12] and our
proposed network has two major points: (1) DnCNN adopts
Bach Normalization (BN) [3] but SDCNet does not. BN has
a regularizing effect for accelerating training and enabling the
use of higher learning rates, less careful parameter initializa-
tion, and saturating nonlinearities. Without integrating with
BN, we are more able to highlight SDCNet’s characteristic.
(2) DnCNN utilizes smaller size (64 3 × 3) of space dimen-
sions in all convolutional layers (except for the last layer 64
1× 1) than SDCNet.
Differential learning:
Rather than output noise-free images directly, SDCNet in-
fers the noise map, which is the differential between low-dose
and high-dose CT images. We call this process Differential
Learning. This is an effective strategy for removing complex
noise, which has been employed in DnCNN [12]. Let us con-
sider a low-dose noisy observation y = x + n. Here, y and
x are a noisy low-dose CT observation and the corresponding
latent clean high-dose CT image. n represents the low-dose
noise to be added to x. SDCNet aims to learn a mapping func-
tion T (y) ≈ n, and then it has x = y − T (y). In addition,
to train this end-to-end differential learning network by learn-
ing the convolution weights Θ, we define the Mean Squared
Error (MSE) between the noisy images (input yi) and the real
low-dose noise between the noisy image and the ground-truth
images (yi − xi) as the loss function:
l (Θ) =
1
2N
N∑
i=1
‖T (yi; Θ)− (yi − xi)‖2F (1)
and minimize it in N training samples to learn the trainable
weights Θ.
3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
SDCNet was trained on 505K low/high-dose paired image
patches extracted from whole brain CT scans of 26 patients
(Section 2.1). Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm
was adopted to train the network with the step learning rate
strategy. We set the basic learning rate at 0.1, momentum at
0.9, weight decay at 10−4, and clip gradient at 0.1. Batch size
of 64 was used to balance the performance and training time.
The network was trained for 50 epochs.
Testing of SDCNet was performed using the slices from
12 individuals that are mutually exclusive with the training
data. The image denoising performance was evaluated using
two metrics: peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and Structural
SIMilarity (SSIM) [9]. Two perfusion maps (CBF and CBV)
are generated using the following steps for performance eval-
uation: (1) Remove noise in low-dose CT images using the
trained SDCNet model. (2) Converting the output of the
SDCNet to DICOM files by merging the meta data obtained
from original low-dose DICOM data with the denoised im-
ages. (3) Processing the new DICOM files with the bSVD
algorithm [11] to generate perfusion maps: CBF and CBV.
We compared the image denoising performance with deep
CNN-based DnCNN [12], a state-of-the-art image denoising
Table 1. The average results of PSNR (dB) / SSIM / Run Time
(seconds) of different methods (DnCNN and the proposed SDCNet)
on 1,100 real low-dose (20mAs) whole-brain CT scan frames from
10 different individuals and 110 frames randomly selected from each
individual. Bold font indicates the best performance.
Low-dose DnCNN[12] SDCNet
PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM time PSNR SSIM time
18.23 0.4903 33.83 0.7422 30.14 34.69 0.7833 35.17
C
B
V
C
B
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Reference Low-dose DnCNN SDCNet
Fig. 2. Comparison of perfusion maps produced respectively via
DnCNN [12] and SDCNet based on 20mAs low-dose CT scan data.
algorithm. Evaluation metrics used are average PSNR, SSIM
and the computation time. As shown in Table 1, SDCNet ob-
tained large performance gains over DnCNN on both image
quality metrics. We also compared the perfusion maps gen-
erated the denoised CTP sequences. As shown in Figure 2,
while DnCNN over-smooothed both CBF and CBV maps, our
proposed SDCNet was able to restore the high-fidality blood
flow patterns by preserving the vessel details and the white-
matter gray-matter differences.
4. CONCLUSION
A novel deep learning-based SDCNet was proposed and ap-
plied to restoring low-dose cerebral CT perfusion scans. The
proposed network consists of a combination of large and
small kernels with dense convolutions as the backbone of the
architecture. With limited number of real paired low/high-
dose brain CT scan data, SDCNet can be trained to infer the
difference (noise) between the paired low-dose and high-dose
CT scans effectively and recover high-dose quality cerebral
CT perfusion maps from the low-dose ones.
In addition to accurate perfusion images recovery, the pro-
posed SDC blocks in the proposed framework are scalable.
This smoothed block is featured by a combination of large
and small convolution kernels. On one hand, large kernels ex-
tracts prominent features efficiently via increased kernel size
and channel numbers. On the other hand, the introduction
of smalle kernels help to balance the hazy boundary artifacts.
Moreover, it can decrease the model parameters via interpo-
lating 1 × 1 convolutional layers to avoid overfitting and ex-
pensive computation cost. Finally, high-quality cerebral per-
fusion maps generated from low-dose CTP sequences demon-
strated the promising potential of aiding medical diagnosis of
brain diseases at significantly lower radiation exposure and
potential long-term health risks. In our future work, we will
use the proposed network to predict the high-dose perfusion
maps (CBF, CBV, etc.) directly from the low-dose sequen-
tial CTP images, skipping the intermediate step of recovering
high-dose quality CTP images.
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